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Abstract

Practice is an important part of mastering any discipline. As a result, many courses provide students with example problems. However, the processes by which these exercises are created and presented to students can make it difficult to create, review, and edit them. This thesis describes an exercise bank framework that facilitates the authorship of new practice questions and the iterative development of existing ones. The exercise bank uses conceptual models that treat exercises not as seldom-changing pieces of course material but as collections of data that are continually in need of review and revision. Operations on these exercises cause them to transition between different states over the course of their development. This thesis discusses the design and implementation of two exercise bank systems for the course 6.031: Elements of Software Construction. These exercise banks proved useful to both staff and students in generating and understanding course material.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Providing students with opportunities to practice the concepts that they have seen in class is vital for their learning. Collections of questions and exercises explicitly designated for practice are especially helpful. However, creating and maintaining these collections is quite difficult. Generating and proofreading new questions to use is time-consuming, as is editing existing problems. Encouraging the creation of and iteration on course exercises can be done by increasing the number of people involved in these processes and decreasing the amount of time and effort necessary to participate.

Coming up with an exercise takes time. One way to ensure that a greater amount of time is devoted to exercise generation is for existing authors to put in more effort. However, this is not easily scalable, and these people often have other, higher-priority tasks, especially lecturers and section instructors. A natural alternative is to increase the number of contributors. This has the added benefit of bringing new perspectives to the task, which is especially helpful for creative undertakings like exercise creation.

Course infrastructure occasionally imposes an additional barrier to adding and modifying exercises. For instance, someone may need to learn where and how data is stored and edited before even starting on the process of exercise revision. This can be unneces-
sarily troublesome, especially if data is in multiple places or uses unfamiliar frameworks or file formats. Furthermore, reviewing interactive exercises for correctness may require running a local development server. Decreasing the number of things that a potential exercise author has to learn and the number of steps required to bring an exercise from its concept stage to its review stage would make the exercise-writing process more user-friendly and less laborious.

To achieve these goals, this thesis proposes an exercise bank system that allows more users to contribute to practice problems and makes it easier for any individual user to do so. The exercise bank is designed and tested for MIT’s 6.031: Software Construction class, consisting of approximately 250 students per semester. This thesis describes two exercise bank implementations for two groups of exercises in this class: *fill-in-the-blank exercises* and *student-authored multiple-choice questions*.

In order to ensure that students practice the syntax and features of a possibly unfamiliar language, 6.031 requires that they complete a series of fill-in-the-blank coding exercises, using a system based on Java Tutor [14]. Adding one of these exercises requires uploading a source file and specifying metadata. This metadata includes hints, links to tutorials, names of concepts that are being utilized, and regular expressions that match possible solutions. Prior to the implementation of the exercise bank framework, testing a new exercise in order to verify that it appears correctly to students required that the tester had a clone of the Git repository of exercises as well as a local development server. This workflow is shown in Figure 1.1. The exercise bank streamlines the process of adding new exercises, testing them, and modifying them.

In 6.031, students are able to do a bit of additional work in order to recover some lost points from in-class exercises. Students use the Questionable Makeup System [11] to answer and provide feedback on three multiple-choice questions (MCQs) similar to ones that might appear on exams, and then finally write one multiple-choice question
themselves. Prior to the creation of the exercise bank, these student-authored MCQs were graded by staff and stored in a database, but not subsequently used. This workflow is shown in Figure 1.2. The introduction of our framework allows the student-authored MCQs to be reviewed, revised, and made public for other students to practice.

The two exercise bank implementations model exercises as objects whose associated operations cause them to transition between different stages of revision. The current contents and history for each exercise are stored in a Git repository, which supports version histories very naturally in addition to facilitating collaboration. This Git repository and MongoDB together store the exercises and metadata the system
needs. Staff members add and edit fill-in-the-blank exercises through the Git repository, which they can then preview using an IDE extension. The exercise bank of student-authored MCQs is managed through a web app. Staff members review, revise, and publish student-authored MCQs, and students answer the published ones.

The exercise bank for fill-in-the-blank exercises allowed collaboration from many members of the 6.031 staff. It successfully reduced the workload on the instructors, and was intuitive enough that the non-instructors who contributed were not overly burdened by a learning curve. The improvements this thesis contributed to the user interface were also well-received by the staff.

Students demonstrated significant interest in practicing with the exercise bank of student-authored MCQs. Even though interacting with this exercise bank was optional, almost half of the class attempted at least one exercise. Usage was relatively steady throughout the semester, with a very noticeable peak right before the quiz held in the middle of the term. In addition to being useful for students, the exercise bank successfully allowed both students and staff to iterate on the student-authored MCQs. The majority of questions were edited in some way from the original, and approximately 37% of these revisions were more significant than small edits to formatting and wording.
Chapter 2

Related Work

The exercise bank is designed to provide students with high-quality practice questions. However, students do not have to simply be viewed as a passive audience that consumes questions. Kim demonstrates that learnersourcing [9], which refers to using a large group of learner input in order to improve course material and establishing a feedback loop between learners and the system, is incredibly valuable. Not only can learner interactions with a system be observed in order to determine how to make improvements, learners can participate actively as content creators.

2.1 Applications of Learnersourcing

In Kim’s paper on learnersourcing [9], he details two examples of learnersourcing in the context of educational videos. The first system he presents involves passive learnersourcing, in which inputs obtained from learners as they use the system—such as when they tend to pause, rewind, and skip—is used in order to detect areas of particular interest and allow for easier navigation to and within such areas. The second type of learnersourcing is active—users were asked to annotate step-by-step how-to videos by
providing timestamps, textual descriptions, and before and after images, and those results were combined to generate user interfaces that provided an overview of the steps and facilitated jumping to particular subtasks.

Learnersourcing has also been used in a variety of university courses. One possible usage is creation of materials for the course. Tarasowa et al. created SlideWiki [17], which allows students to collaboratively work on lecture slide decks by creating new slides, editing the text on a particular slide, and reordering slides. In a framework used by an introductory Information Systems course at the University of Cologne, students write problems and solutions, which are then reviewed and improved by other students before being assembled into exams [10].

Other systems have used student input to supply personalized hints and feedback. Heffernan et al.'s ASSISTments system [8] enables learners to solve practice problems, request hints when they are stuck, and leave comments. Course staff can view the most common wrong answers, then add hints and feedback that are shown specifically when future students demonstrate the same misconception. An example of active learnersourcing with a similar goal is Glassman et al.'s Dear Beta system [5], in which students who recently eliminated a bug, as detected by a change in their code's performance on teacher-designed test suites, are prompted to create hints about how to fix that problem. Students who encounter similar issues are shown these hints automatically, and can upvote helpful ones. Additionally, a mandatory self-reflection activity requires students to write hints that help others optimize their code. These hints are shown upon request, rather than automatically.

Of particular relevance to this thesis is using learnersourcing to generate student-written practice problems. For example, Denny, Cukierman, and Bhaskar [3] established a program that enabled students to devise short-form coding problems, example solutions, and test suites as part of preparation for an exam. All students were then
required to solve some of the problems created by their peers. In Mitros’ pilot study [13], high-achieving students in an introductory electronics class were able to produce high-quality complex design questions after attending a short course about how to write good autograded assessments and participating in a discussion forum where other students and staff members could comment and collaborate on draft questions. Lastly, PeerWise, a platform initially created by Denny, Hamer, and Luxton-Reilly [4] but since used in many other university courses [7], enables students to create multiple-choice questions and explanations, and answer, discuss, and rate others’ submissions.

2.2 Evaluation of Learnersourcing

The majority of experiments conducted on learnersourcing aimed to discover its effect on grade performance and/or exam performance, and found that they generally improved with increased engagement in learnersourcing activities [3, 4, 7, 17]. For example, a review of PeerWise usage in five science courses at Edinburgh, Glasgow and Nottingham found positive correlations between the numbers of questions authored, answers submitted, comments posted, and days of activity with exam scores [7]. Furthermore, Denny, Cukierman, and Bhaskar conducted a randomized experiment which divided an approximately 200-student introductory programming course into two groups, both of which answered student-generated practice questions but only one of which actually authored said problems, and found that the average score of students who invented exercises was nearly 14% higher than the other group’s on the next exam [3]. Thus, they demonstrated that the learning materials and feedback that a learnersourcing framework produces are not the only means of benefiting the students. The act of generating input for a learnersourcing framework is helpful in itself.

Many of these studies also attempted to gauge how the students felt about the
learnersourcing opportunities. One way of assessing student sentiment was exit surveys. These questionnaires usually indicated that students enjoyed the learnersourcing activities and appreciated their outputs. The most common benefits of learnersourcing that the students mentioned in their surveys are the wide variety and large quantity of practice opportunities [3, 17], the hints and prompt feedback [3, 5], and the viewing of their peers’ approaches and solutions to problems [3]. A second way of analyzing student opinions is the amount of voluntary participation—the level of engagement with the platform beyond what contributes to their grades. Learnersourcing activities usually elicited more participation than was required for class, implying that students found the activities fun and/or rewarding [3, 4, 7, 17].

2.3 The Importance of Moderation

In experiments involving active learnersourcing, researchers were often curious about the quality of learner output. Many of them went through the output in order to assess its quality. Some approaches include rating it on a 0-5 scale [3, 7], comparing it to outputs produced by experts [9], or qualitatively evaluating it [13]. All of these approaches found that learner output, on average, is of moderate quality. In cases where students produced practice questions for their peers, most problems were found to be of medium difficulty or above.

Although learnersourced output is, on the whole, decently good, it is possible to increase average quality through moderation, which may result in the elimination of bad submissions and/or improvements to each submission. The amount and kind of moderation used by each system varies. The most common approach was to allow students to upvote and downvote each others’ submissions [5, 8] or rate submissions on a point scale [4, 7, 10, 17]. Some experiments allowed students or instructors to
comment on the output [4, 7, 13]. Other processes allowed students to iterate on each others’ work [9, 13, 17]. While some authors believe that instructor moderation is time-consuming, thus somewhat neutralizing one of the main benefits of learnersourcing [3], others allow instructors to drop content from the system [8] and some require instructor vetting of all exercises [10]. How best to assure quality of crowdsourced output is a more general question which has been studied extensively outside of educational settings. Some ideas include limiting the pool of users who can contribute by using reputation scores or other credentials, or checking the results with expert review or majority consensus [1].

2.4 Existing 6.031 Tools

The work presented in this paper largely builds on two frameworks that were previously made for, and are currently used in, the MIT course 6.031: Software Construction. The first is Java Tutor [14], which prompts students to complete a concept map by solving short, fill-in-the-blank coding exercises. If a student gets a problem wrong, the student attempt is compared to an instructor-provided regex-to-hint mapping, and an appropriate hint is shown along with some tutorials. Once the student solves the question, they are given an explanation to reinforce the concept they just learned. However, the Java Tutor framework was not built to easily support changes to the set of exercises. Without the exercise bank, making any modifications involved working with an extremely large data file, and previewing the output required the setup and running of a local development server. As a result, there was a lot of room for potential improvement by making it easier to iterate on the exercise content.

The second tool that this work directly builds on is Questionable [11], a website which allows students to improve their grades by answering and providing feedback on
several multiple-choice questions—most of which were written by students as part of participation in Questionable—and then authoring and submitting one multiple-choice question of their own. The benefit of Questionable largely comes from the testing effect, the fact that answering questions about material improves learning more than studying it for the same amount of time [15]; the advantages of peer assessment, which has been shown to improve students’ critical thinking, communication and collaborative skills [2, 16]; and the advantages of creating practice problems [3]. However, this large collection of student-authored multiple-choice questions was not made available for practice.
Chapter 3

Design

The exercise bank system needs to facilitate authorship of and iteration on class exercises in a wide variety of situations. Thus, this section presents a conceptual model which emphasizes the development of a problem over time. A single exercise is not represented as a static object, but rather a collection of versions in an assortment of states, each of which corresponds to a different level of modification and/or quality. The operations that can be performed on an exercise cause different transitions between these states.

3.1 Goals

An exercise bank implementation must store information about an exercise and its development. It must then present this data to the users and provide them with ways to interact with and modify it.

Our representation of exercise content should reflect not just its current text and state, but also its history. Being able to see the past versions of an exercise is important for understanding its trajectory and enabling further improvements. By looking at the
history of an exercise, a user can see the differences between one revision and the next. This allows them to determine the issues that each edit was attempting to address and thus pinpoint possible areas of continued improvement, as well as problems that may have arisen with the most recent update. Furthermore, the ability to reference past attempts at writing the question allows users to more easily avoid the issues that affected previous iterations.

The user interface of the exercise bank is critical to its success. In order to reduce the amount of time that is required for a new author to begin contributing, or the amount of effort needed to produce a new iteration on a previous exercise, the tool must be easy to understand and use. It should be clear to each type of user which operations they are allowed to perform, and how to accomplish each one. Furthermore, the platform should facilitate iteration by calling attention to exercises that may be in need of fixing or topics that are currently lacking in coverage.

### 3.2 Operations

The evolution of an exercise can be thought of as transitions between several states, from an initial concept to a published exercise. However, even a published exercise can and should continue to be modified. These states do not form a linear pipeline that eventually produce a finished product, but rather form miniature cycles of revision and improvement that will be traversed many times over the lifetime of an exercise. The transitions between states are supported through several operations:

- **suggest-add**: creates a suggestion for a new exercise, which must be approved through add.

- **add**: puts an exercise into the exercise bank.
• **suggest-modify**: creates a suggestion for changes to an existing exercise, which must be approved through **modify**.

• **modify**: makes changes to an existing exercise.

• **publish**: makes an exercise that is currently present in the bank available for public viewing.

• **attempt**: records a user’s attempt at answering an exercise.

• **unpublish**: temporarily prevents users from answering an exercise until it is revised.

• **delete**: eliminates an exercise from the exercise bank. Unlike with **unpublish**, it is not expected that the exercise will be revised and made available again for answering.

The exercise bank system allows any number of groups of users to be created and permits each group to be given any set of the above permissions.

To clarify the use of the operations in the exercise bank, consider the following example:

Figure 3.1: State transitions, the operations causing them, and the contents of an exercise over time.
1. Someone creates a new exercise and suggests that it be added to the exercise bank. The contents of this exercise are currently portrayed in Figure 3.1 by version 0.

2. The exercise is added to the bank.

3. A suggestion for an edit to the exercise is made. The updated contents are represented by version 1, and the history of the exercise is grayed out below.

4. The suggestion is accepted.

5. The exercise is published.

6. Alice attempts the exercise, and information about her attempt is stored. This information is associated with version 1 of the exercise, since that was the version Alice saw.

7. Someone suggests an edit to the exercise. Since this is only a suggestion for the moment, anyone attempting the question will continue to see version 1.

8. The suggested edit is accepted. Now, attempters will see version 2.

9. The exercise is deleted from the bank.

### 3.3 Git as a Version Storage Mechanism

One natural way to track and interact with all of the iterations of an exercise over time is Git. Git is designed for making incremental improvements to software, and it therefore has many useful capabilities, such as the ability to store version history and create multiple branches. Hosting Git repositories on GitHub provides a web interface that allows contributors to create commits and pull requests. It also provides APIs and
permits users to set up webhooks to respond to certain events and create organizations containing roles with different permission levels. Additionally, Git and GitHub should already be familiar to most members of a computer science course staff, and possibly some of the students, which reduces the learning curve for new authors.

3.4 Use of Git in 6.031

It is easy to use Git as database that easily supports collaborative and iterative development, and it is easy to draw parallels between parts of a Git repository, such as the main branch or an unmerged branch, and the possible states for an exercise, as detailed in Section 3.2. To illustrate this, this section describes the operations which each group of participants in 6.031 have permissions for, as well as the Git data flows in both of the implemented exercise banks.

For fill-in-the-blank exercises, instructors have permissions for publish, add, and modify; teaching assistants (TAs) have add and modify; and students have suggest-modify and attempt. This means that the standard workflow is as follows. To add a new exercise, either an instructor or TA composes the exercise and commits it to any branch. To publish the exercise, an instructor merges it to the main branch, and it is automatically published. Students can then view the exercise and communicate suggestions about modifications to the staff. A TA can then create a new branch with some changes, and an instructor can merge it (thus updating the published version). This new workflow is shown in Figure 3.2.

For the exercise bank of student-authored MCQs, course instructors and TAs have publish, add, and modify; students have suggest-add, suggest-modify, and attempt. Thus, the workflow is as follows. New exercises can either be committed on the main branch and automatically published by TAs and instructors, or they can start out as
student-authored commits on non-main branches and then be merged into main. Students can also suggest edits in a similar fashion, by committing to a non-main branch which may later be approved, thus updating the published version of the exercise. This new workflow is shown in Figure 3.3.

3.5 User Interface

In order to streamline the processes of exercise authorship and iteration as much as possible, it is important that students and staff members easily understand and intuitively interact with the exercise bank. This section details the user interfaces for both systems as well as the workflows for students and staff members.

3.5.1 Fill-in-the-Blank Exercises

Prior to the implementation of the exercise bank for fill-in-the-blank exercises, the workflow for TAs was as follows:

1. In a local copy of the repository, edit concept map and exercise files

2. Run an upload script which informs the user about any errors, and if none occurred, uploads the changes to a local database

3. Preview changes on a local development server

4. Commit to a non-main branch in GitHub and make a pull request

(See figure 1.1 for a pictorial representation of this workflow.)

Staff members were able to discover which problems were in need of attention through student feedback. If a student clicked on a "report a problem" through the interface they used to complete the exercises, an email containing the written feedback,
as well as automatically-produced data about their interactions with the exercise, would be sent to one of the instructors. The instructor would then relay this information to the TAs and request that they re-examine the potentially problematic question.

In order to reduce the workload and learning curve for both TAs and instructors, this thesis implemented automatic processing and serving of draft versions of exercises and improved the email alert system. After a TA pushes a new version of an exercise to the repository, if no errors occurred, they can then preview it using the same interface that students use to complete exercises. This interface is shown in 3.4. However, if an error does occur, the TA and an instructor receive an email alert describing the problem. An example error alert is shown in 3.5.

3.5.2 Exercise Bank for Student-Authored MCQs

This exercise bank, unlike the one for fill-in-the-blank exercises, did not have an existing user interface. Thus, the exercise bank needed to provide students with an easy way to perform exercise bank operations. In addition, students should be able to conveniently perform activities that do not directly correspond to the operations outlined in Section 3.2 but are helpful in reviewing and enhancing their learning. One example of such an activity is revisiting problems that they had attempted previously. The exercise bank should also facilitate interaction with staff members, rather than having them interact directly with Git, so it provides web pages for staff member operations as well. To provide user interfaces for both student and staff, the exercise bank uses a web app based on Questionable [11].

3.5.2.1 Students

Students have suggest-add permissions on the exercise bank. A suggestions for a new exercise is created whenever a student submits an MCQ through Questionable.
Staff members later use the exercise bank interface to review and potentially approve these student-authored MCQs. Additionally, students use the exercise bank interface to request questions for practice, revisit questions that they have attempted before, and suggest edits to or leave feedback comments on existing questions.

The home page of the exercise bank, as shown in Figure 3.6, consists of two parts. The first is a dropdown menu that allows students to select a topic that they wish to review. Each topic is prefixed with a number, which is the lecture number that covered that topic during the current semester. The mapping of lecture numbers to topics is not constant between semesters, and is generated based on database information populated prior to the beginning of the semester. The second is a list of questions that the student has attempted, in most-recent to least-recent order. Each item contains the topic; the filename of the exercise, which contains some keywords from the exercise, as described in Section 4.1.2; and the time of the most recent viewing of the question.

Selecting any item from the dropdown menu and clicking "next" brings the student to a separate page, shown in Figure 3.7. This page has three exercises about the selected topic. The exercise bank system selects questions by finding all questions about that topic, then sorting them in ascending order of number of attempts by the querying student and selecting the first three. As a result, the student is shown all questions at least once before any questions repeat. Furthermore, once they have seen all questions, they do not see any given question at a disproportionate frequency. Beneath each question are some options to leave feedback on the question or an edit to the question.

Clicking on the "leave feedback" option creates a text box, along with associated "cancel" and "submit" buttons. Clicking on "cancel" gets rid of the text box and buttons, while typing a message and clicking on "submit" will disable the text box, hide the buttons, and show a confirmation message to the student. The text box, both
before and after feedback is submitted, is shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9.

Clicking on the "suggest an edit" option pops up a modal that allows the student to make and preview edits to the question, shown in Figure 3.10. At the top of this modal is a text box, populated with the handx source of the question. Underneath that are two previews—one that displays the question without its explanation, and the other that shows the explanation as well. At the very bottom is a checklist which asks students to verify that their submission is formatted correctly, and buttons to cancel or submit. This interface is very similar to the one that allows students to submit MCQs in Questionable, and is thus familiar to at least some of them. Furthermore, including the two previews and encouraging students to double-check their formatting should help them avoid formatting errors.

From the home page, if a student chooses to revisit an exercise, they are brought to a page containing a single exercise. Below it are options to add feedback and suggest edits. Clicking on either of these results in behavior very similar to that described above. Once the student is done looking at that exercise, they can go back to the home page or click on navigation arrows in the header to go to another one of the questions they have tried before.

Students are forbidden from submitting feedback on or suggesting edits to exercises for which they have not read the explanation. This is because it is possible for a student to think the question is wrong when in fact they have a misconception that the explanation would have corrected. The user interface also prevents students from submitting a suggested edit without checking all of the items in the formatting checklist. The alert boxes which appear in these scenarios are shown in 3.11 and 3.12.
3.5.2.2 TAs and Instructors

TAs and instructors have the same permissions, so they are collectively be referred to as staff members for brevity. Staff members have access to several pages devoted to the administration of the exercise bank. Most staff members start out at a simple landing page with links to and descriptions of the other pages. A link to this page is located at the top right of all of the administration pages, making navigation back to this page and from there to other pages easy and intuitive.

Staff members must be able to add new exercises to the bank. To do this, they can visit an add exercises page, which is depicted in Figure 3.13. At the top is a box that allows a staff member to specify which semester they are interested in taking submissions from. The default, which is populated upon page load, is last semester. Below that is a table where each row contains a topic and a status, which is one of accepted, rejected, or blank. The last of these is used for unreviewed exercises. The columns each have sorting and filtering capabilities.

Clicking on a row brings the staff member to another page, which allows them to evaluate an individual exercise. This page is shown in Figure 3.14. Arrows at the top and bottom of the page allow navigation to the next and previous exercises in a chronologically sorted order. In the left column is a preview of the exercise, which updates automatically based on the text in the box below. Much as students can type handx and preview their changes as they write, as described in Section 3.5.2.1, staff members can make modifications to the student submission before adding it to the bank. On the right is information extracted from graders and other students. Any comments that were provided by the staff member who graded the submission, either to the student or to other staff members, are shown at the top and labeled as a staff comment. Below that is a series of cells, each representing a student interaction with the question. Within each cell are columns of check boxes, where each check corresponds
to a correct answer from an attempt to answer the multiple-choice question. To the right of the check boxes is a comment written by the student about the question. At the very bottom of the page is a comment box for the reviewer to write their thoughts about the suitability or unsuitability of the exercise, and buttons to accept or reject it from the bank.

One an exercise has been added to the bank, it needs to be reviewed and iterated on. The review exercises page, seen in Figure 3.15, allows staff members to identify exercises that are most in need of improvement. It consists of a table where each row corresponds to an exercise. In this row are the question topic, the timestamp of the most recent review, a list of links to pull requests created by students when they suggest edits, the number of distinct users that have answered the question, the percentage of those users that answered it correctly on the first attempt, and the average number of attempts taken before a correct answer. The last three statistics only deal with the most recent revision of the exercise. This is because a problematic question, with low success rates, may be improved substantially after a single revision, and the new version of question should not receive undue attention.

From the review exercises page, clicking on one of the rows navigates to a page which allows the user to evaluate a single exercise, pictured in Figure 3.16. On the left of this page is a preview of the question, which automatically renders the handx source code in the box below it. The next column contains links to the GitHub repository’s pull request review pages, and the last column contains comments and checkboxes representing student attempts to answer the question. At the bottom of the page are buttons to update the handx of the question, mark the exercise as "reviewed", or remove the question from the exercise bank entirely (if this happens, the question will be deleted from the file tree of the Git repository, but its version history will still be visible).
Lastly, a user statistics page presents information about the various users who have attempted practice questions through the exercise bank. For each user, it lists their full name, their username, which semesters (if any) when the user was a staff member of 6.031, the number of readings practiced, total number of questions answered, and percentage that the user got correct. This page does not facilitate any of the exercise bank operations, but rather exists so that the maintainers of the exercise bank can get an overview of how many students are using it and what their patterns of usage are.
Figure 3.2: The states, data flows, and operations for fill-in-the-blank exercise questions after the introduction of the exercise bank system. Contrast this with 1.1.

Figure 3.3: The states, data flows, and operations for submissions to the Questionable Makeup system after the introduction of the exercise bank system. Contrast this with 1.2.
Figure 3.4: An example of the VSCode-based interface for playtesting the exercise **Quote-escapeQuotes** (see figure 4.4 for the complete metadata) on the branch **testing-himawan**. Note the "jump to" box at the upper left, containing the generated ID of the exercise.
Error: YAML error in src/Quote.ts: All collection items must start at the same column at line 1, column 5:

```
- id: Quote-escapeQuotes
  ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^...
```

Figure 3.5: An example email about incorrect indentation in a concept map file. Note that the problematic filepath, line number and column offset, as well as a preview of the erroneous section, are provided.
### 6.031 Practice Exercises

**Please select a class**
Choose the class you want to get practice questions for.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Exercise Nickname</th>
<th>Most Recent Viewing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01: Static Checking</td>
<td>behave-java-int</td>
<td>2/10/2021, 12:56:56 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01: Static Checking</td>
<td>kind-error-will</td>
<td>2/10/2021, 12:56:45 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01: Static Checking</td>
<td>error-does-snippet</td>
<td>2/10/2021, 12:56:35 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01: Static Checking</td>
<td>sequence-operations-final</td>
<td>2/9/2021, 3:46:45 PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Practice History**
Below are the questions that you have previously answered.

Figure 3.6: The home page of the exercise bank, containing a dropdown to choose a topic, as well as a list of previously-attempted questions, in reverse chronological order.
Figure 3.7: The practice page, containing three multiple-choice questions from the exercise bank. Note that beneath each problem are some options to leave feedback or directly make suggestions about edits.
Figure 3.8: After a student clicks on the "leave feedback" option, a box appears underneath the question.

Click here to leave feedback on or suggest edits to this exercise.

I don't think there should be a hyphen in "would be out-of-range".

Thank you for submitting feedback.

Figure 3.9: Once a student clicks "submit", the box turns gray and the cancel / submit buttons disappear.
Figure 3.10: A modal box that allows students to suggest edits. At the top is a text box, populated with the handx source code for the problem. Below it are two previews that automatically update as the student types—one with and the other without an explanation showing. At the end is a checklist to ensure that student submissions are formatted correctly.
Figure 3.11: If a student does not attempt a question, they are prevented from making comments or suggesting edits, and a browser alert appears.

Figure 3.12: If a student does not complete the formatting checklist, they are not allowed to suggest an edit.

Figure 3.13: The add exercises page.
Figure 3.14: A page for an individual exercise which is being considered for addition to the exercise bank. Student usernames have been blurred out.

Figure 3.15: The review exercises page.
Figure 3.16: The page which allows staff members to review a single exercise. Student usernames have been blurred out.
Chapter 4

Implementation

This section discusses the implementations of two exercise banks used in 6.031, for fill-in-the-blank exercises and student-authored MCQs. Both use Git to store exercise contents and histories, and use MongoDB to store the current state of the exercises along with other information that cannot easily be determined using Git. The fill-in-the-blank exercises rely on a webhook that responds to push events to the Git repository and automatically reflects those changes in MongoDB to facilitate iteration and debugging. The exercise bank for student-authored MCQs uses a web app written in JavaScript with a NodeJS backend that uses MongoDB and calls to the GitHub API.

4.1 Data Storage

Both exercise banks implemented as part of the work of this thesis rely heavily on Git and on MongoDB for storage. This section discusses our approach and provides details about the way that these exercise banks organize their data, including directory structures, schemas, and models.
4.1.1 Fill-In-The-Blank Exercises

The data for a fill-in-the-blank exercise is stored in two places. The first is a concept map containing:

- names of concepts, such as if::else-if, list::length, and return
- levels, which are groups of concepts such as basic, arrays, and functions
- elaborations on tricky parts of each of these concepts, such as places where they differ from similar concepts in other languages
- tutorials with names, associated concept IDs, and URLs

Excerpts from a concept map can be seen in Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3. The concept map is edited only when changes to the concepts or tutorials are being made, which happens relatively infrequently.

The second is an exercise file, consisting of code that will be presented to the student and some metadata at the top, which specifies the following:

- a name for the exercise
- a list of concepts that it covers
- a prompt to be shown to students that tells them the task they are expected to complete
- a list of code snippets to be turned into blanks for them to fill
- a list of regexes to match acceptable answers
- a list of regexes which match common incorrect answers, and a hint to show for each one
• an explanation to show to the student to reinforce their understanding after they complete the exercise

The rate of change of exercise files is likely much greater than that of the concept map. The most common operations are likely to be adding new exercises, which requires adding more source files or adding more blanks to existing code, editing an exercise prompt to reduce confusion, adding additional regexes for other acceptable answers, and supplying new regexes and hints for common mistakes. All of these leave the concept map untouched, instead modifying the exercise files.

The concept map and exercise files are stored in a Git repository. This provides many benefits for simultaneous collaboration and permissions for groups of users. GitHub also supplies a UI that easily allows for small edits, such as correction of typos, directly in the browser, as seen in Figure 4.5.

The server that hosts the exercises, however, does not directly use Git as its database, in part due to efficiency concerns but also because it needs to store information aside from the content of the exercises, such as which exercises a given student has completed. Thus, the server has a clone of the Git repository and a script that parses the concept map, populates a MongoDB database, and updates the source code for the exercises. This thesis did not modify this infrastructure and thus will not describe it in detail.

4.1.2 Exercise Bank for Student-Authored MCQs

The exercise bank for student-authored MCQs similarly uses Git to store the iterations of its questions. However, the exercise bank is built on top of Questionable [11], which relies on MongoDB and Mongoose. This section first outlines some relevant details of the existing MongoDB collections and Mongoose models, then discusses the
modifications that support integration with Git and GitHub as well as features that will be discussed later on in the Implementation section.

Student-authored MCQs are recorded in a questions collection in the Questionable database. The corresponding Mongoose model, Question, originally had the following attributes.

- **timestamp** (required): the *Date* of submission of the question
- **reading** (required): the ID of the reading (the topic) that the question deals with
- **handx** (required): the string content of the question, written in Handx [6], a Markdown-like language used to create multiple-choice questions in 6.031
- **grader** (optional): the user ID of the 6.031 staff member who graded the MCQ
- **gradeTimestamp** (optional): the timestamp at which the grader graded the submission
- **notesToStudent** (optional): notes that the staff grader provided to the student upon grading
- **notesToStaff** (optional): notes that the staff grader provided to future graders about the student’s submission

Note that, in the Questionable database system, the handx field is the content of the MCQ. Since no user has any opportunity to change student-authored MCQs once they have been submitted, handx is simply text. However, associating each question document in Questionable with a file in GitHub would allow a constant exercise identity to have changing contents, be associated with a version history, and even have several
different versions in existence at a time. This thesis accomplishes this by adding optional filename and handxTimestamp fields.

The filename field is the name of the file in Git that is associated with the question. While the implementation could have used some form of UUID, instead the Git repository aims to be as easily human-readable as possible. This makes the system as a whole easier to understand, and it allows people to make edits directly through the GitHub web UI, as pictured in Figure 4.5. The exercise bank implementation divides the repository into directories, one per reading, and assigns a unique human-readable name to each file upon its addition to the exercise bank. This assignment is made by lowercasing the handx text and removing punctuation, then removing commonly-used words from the stopwords Node library [12] and words that appear frequently in student-authored MCQs, such as "consider the code below" and "select the statements that best match", and then concatenating the first three words with hyphens as a delimiter. If a filename with this name already exists, a number is added onto the end of the name; this number is incremented until the filename is unique. Once this process is complete, the entire filepath can be constructed by using the name of the reading as the directory and the filename field as the name of the file within that directory. filename is null for all questions that have been submitted but are not part of the bank. The names of directories and files can be seen in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7.

The handxTimestamp is the timestamp of the most recent update to the file on the main branch. The timestamp is kept up-to-date via a webhook that is notified of pushes to the exercise bank Git repository.

In addition to the changes described above, which were required to introduce Git integration, some additional fields were necessary to support reviewing and revising exercises inside the exercise bank. The fields added to the Question model are as follows:
- **reviewStatus**: true if the submission was accepted to the exercise bank, false if it was rejected, null/undefined if there was no decision

- **reviewComment**: the comment provided by the staff member who reviewed an exercise, if any

- **reviewTimestamp**: the timestamp of the most recent review of an exercise

### 4.2 User Interface Implementation

This section discusses the implementation of the user interfaces for fill-in-the-blank exercises and the exercise bank for student-authored MCQs, which were discussed in Section 3.5. It also details some of the more challenging aspects of these implementations.

#### 4.2.1 Fill-In-The-Blank Exercises

This thesis contributes automatic parsing, error reporting, and serving of draft exercises. This is accomplished by a webhook written in TypeScript that reacts to push events to a Git repository. When a push to branch `branchName` modifies the exercise with ID `exerciseName`, the webhook parses the changes. If an error occurs, the webhook finds the email addresses of the author and committer, then constructs an email containing the contents of stderr and sends it to them and one of the instructors. If no error occurs, the webhook creates a new exercise with ID `exerciseName@branchName`. The exercise author can then use the fill-in-the-blank exercise interface to playtest the question. Because of this automated system, previewing an exercise to verify its correctness no longer requires setting up a local database and development server. It even allows users to avoid cloning the repository at all. Instead, it is possible to make edits
directly through the GitHub UI, which is shown in Figure 4.5. The exercise author can iterate by editing, committing to an unmerged branch, looking at the exercise, and repeating until it looks correct. When a branch is deleted from the Git repository, the webhook reacts by finding all exercises whose IDs end in @branchName and deleting them from the system. As shown in Figure 4.8, the webhook can be monitored using the GitHub UI, which lists push events and responses.

4.2.2 Exercise Bank for Student-Aauthored MCQs

Students and staff members interact with the exercise bank for student-authored MCQs through a web app. This web app is built using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. This section provides an overview of the implementation of the web app. This discussion divides the pages into two categories: action pages, which display content for one or a small set of exercises and allow users to perform operations on them, and navigation pages, which have lists of links to action pages.

The majority of action pages have a URL query parameter specifying an exercise ID. JavaScript uses this ID to fetch data from the API, then populates the page accordingly. The user can use buttons and textboxes on the action page to trigger post requests to the API and modify the exercise. The only exception to this pattern is the practice page, which presents the student with a set of three exercises. The JavaScript on the practice page makes a call to the API to fetch the three least-frequently seen exercises about the topic the student wants to practice, then displays and allows the student to interact with them.

Each navigation page contains a table consisting of links to action pages and information about each one. This additional information helps the user filter, sort, or search among the action pages to find the ones they need. The navigation page makes a call to the API to fetch data for each row of the table, then populates the table and makes
it visible to the user. The most challenging navigation page to implement was the one which allows the user to find exercises that should be revised. This page displays the percentage of students that answered each exercise correctly on the first attempt and the average number of attempts taken, but only considers statistics for the most recent version of the exercise. In the first attempt at implementing this page, the backend queried all attempt data, sent requests to GitHub API to determine the timestamp of the most recent exercise version, and calculated statistics using JavaScript. However, this proved to be too time-consuming, and the page did not load because the API consistently timed out. Adding a `handxTimestamp` field to the database and using a MongoDB aggregate query sped up this operation significantly and ensured that this page was usable.
Though the structure of <code>if/else</code> statements is very similar from Java to Python, it is important to remember to use curly braces in Java, rather than colons and indentation. Also, where Python uses the <code>elif</code> keyword, Java uses <code>else if</code>.

Figure 4.1: An excerpt from the concept map file, showing the if::else-if concept.

Figure 4.2: An excerpt from the concept map file, showing the Basic TypeScript concept group.

Figure 4.3: An excerpt from the concept map file, showing a tutorial for if, else-if, and else in TypeScript.
Fill in the blank so that `<code> doubleQuote </code>` is a one-character string consisting of a double-quote character.

**explanation:** "<p>Just like in Python, single-quote marks in TypeScript can be used when you need to write a literal string containing a double-quote; besides escaping, they are interchangeable.</p>"

**blanks:**
- **code:** "\\"

**transformers:**
- r/\\/

**triggeredHints:**
- s/`/ Template literals (`<code>`...`</code>`) should be avoided in the cases where there are no contained placeholders. There is a simpler way to do this.

---

Figure 4.4: An example of metadata at the top of an exercise file.
Figure 4.5: The GitHub web UI for editing and committing a file.
Figure 4.6: Some of the names of GitHub directories in the exercise bank repository

Figure 4.7: The filenames of exercises about the topic of ADTs (abstract data types)
Figure 4.8: The webhook information page on GitHub. The push events that are sent to the webhook are listed in a most-recent-first order. The webhook prints short acknowledgements to confirm successful receipt and processing of branch deletions, pushes to new branches, and pushes that are not relevant to the fill-in-the-blank exercises.
Chapter 5

Evaluation

This section discusses the outcomes of our experiments in deploying the exercise banks in 6.031: Elements of Software Construction. The exercise bank for fill-in-the-blank exercises was used to add and modify numerous exercises for use in the course, and the staff found that the automatic alerts and draft previews were useful.

The exercise bank for student-authored MCQs was used by a large number of students, and saw an extremely large spike before an exam 6.031 held during the middle of the semester. Furthermore, it succeeded in generating exercises from a large number of student-authored MCQs, and also encouraged iteration on practice questions for the students.

5.1 Fill-in-the-Blank Exercises

Over the course of the spring 2021 semester, two instructors, five TAs and one lab assistant (LA) worked with the exercise bank for fill-in-the-blank exercises. In total, the non-instructors made 71 commits, adding 106 new exercises and 62 new tutorials, and modifying 32 existing exercises and 12 existing tutorials. This helped to balance
the work of maintaining the exercise bank between the instructors and other staff members, in addition to providing a variety of perspectives and ideas to creative tasks such as exercise design.

Further, the exercise bank was intuitive for the other staff members to use, so it is unlikely that the benefits obtained from encouraging contributions from non-instructors were outweighed by the amount of time spent learning how to use the system. Additionally, staff members reported that the process for playtesting draft exercises was smooth and much less arduous than setting up a development server. One of these staff members reported that they were quite unfamiliar with YAML, and receiving email alerts was helpful in their debugging efforts.

5.2 Student Practice with Student-Authored MCQs

Student interest in the exercise bank for student-authored MCQs has proven to be relatively high, especially considering that participation in it is entirely optional. 106 distinct students made 2525 attempts at answering questions in the exercise bank. Since approximately 250 students took 6.031 this semester, that means that about 42.4% of the class has attempted a question in the exercise bank at least once. This indicates that students are interested in an exercise bank and are willing to try it out.

Of the 106 students, 38 answered only 1 question, and 32 students have answered more than one set of 3 questions. These participation statistics seem to indicate that lots of students have tried the system, but not many of them were interested in actually completing an activity. However, a substantial number of students have answered upward of 20 distinct questions in the exercise bank, and one particularly notable student has answered 106 questions, using 516 attempts total. On average, students spent 2.5 attempts per question.
Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2, track the number of attempts and unique users over time. In general, usage is somewhat low but consistent across days. Tickmarks every Sunday show the relationship between student behavior and the day of the week. Exercise bank activity seems to be slightly higher during the week than on weekends, but no other periodic patterns seem to be evident. The large spike in the graph was caused by Quiz 1, which occurred on 4/5/2021, the day after the peak. Since class is held at approximately noon Eastern, it is reasonable to assume that many students were practicing before the exam as well, hence explaining the very high number of users that day.

Figure 5.1: The number of attempts per day. Tick marks occur every Sunday. The large spike in the graph is caused by Quiz 1, which occurred on 4/5/2021.

5.3 Facilitation of Exercise Development

Student interest in the exercise bank, and reliance on it especially when it comes to test preparation, is clear. The following section examines how easy it is to add new exercises and make adjustments to existing ones.
5.3.1 Number of Contributors

The exercise bank drastically increased the number of exercise authors through learnersourcing. The questions currently in the exercise bank are based on MCQs authored by 165 distinct students. In contrast, the 6.031 staff has about 20 members per semester. It is evident that a learnersourcing approach is much more scalable and much less time-intensive for staff members.

Staff members contribute to a question even after its original version is created. Seven TAs went through student-authored MCQs from previous semesters and added the ones that they deemed to have enough potential to the bank. They reviewed 641 exercises, of which they rejected 261 and accepted 380. TAs accepted only 177 exercises without modification. The subsequent section, Section 5.3.2, discusses the changes made to these exercises in more depth. The TAs were able to perform these tasks with minimal guidance, although there were initially a couple of questions about the user interface. On the whole, this was a very natural and smooth process.

Furthermore, staff members were not the only ones participating in the revision process. Although practicing with the exercise bank in general is optional, and suggesting an edit is not required in order to continue practice, some students were interested in
improving the exercises. Students created 15 pull requests through the suggest-an-edit feature. These suggestions are analyzed in the next section.

5.3.2 Amount of Change per Exercise

The exercise bank framework aims to make it easy to iterate on exercises but also encourage this behavior from its users. The difference between the original and most recent version of each student-authored MCQ determine whether it succeeds in these goals. Differences, when present, were labeled using the following categories. A formatting change involves fixing minor spelling errors or improper handx syntax. A wording change involves rewriting or reordering a couple of sentences to improve clarity. A conceptual change involves substantially modifying the structure of the exercise or the topics that it covers. Figure 5.3 shows an exercise that has undergone all three kinds of changes. The original version this exercise is displayed to the left of its most recent version.

The changes made by the TAs are broken down as shown in Figure 5.4. This includes both changes that were made at the time of an adding an exercise, and changes that were made later on. Since staff efforts were largely focused on adding new exercises to the bank this semester, only four changes belong to the latter category. Three of these are formatting changes, and one is a conceptual change. This last one was made to an exercise soon after it was accepted without changes, possibly accidentally. Although these changes are few, they demonstrate that TAs are occasionally willing to make small tweaks to exercises and add changes to an exercise despite mistakes in the initial review process.

In contrast, students submitted a very small number of suggested edits. The vast majority of these were formatting changes, but there were some wording and conceptual changes as well. The distribution is provided in Figure 5.5. Additionally, not all
What should be filled in for the ??? in the following line of code if we wanted to add the numbers 0.0, 1.0, and 2.1 afterwards?

List<????> nums = new ArrayList<>();

[] int
[] double
[x] Double
[] Integer

> Since we are explicitly stating that we want to add floating point numbers we have to use the Double class since it is the wrapper for the primitive type double.

What should be written in place of ??? in the following line of code, if we want to add the numbers 0.0, 1.0, and 2.1 to the List 'nums'?

' List<????> nums = new ArrayList<>();'

[] int
[] Integer
[x] double
[] double
[x] Double

> Since we want to add floating point numbers, we can’t use 'int' or 'Integer'.

> In Java, generic type arguments (including types inside of angle brackets in List declarations) must be reference types, not primitives. Thus, we have to use the `Double` class, the wrapper for the primitive type `double`.

Figure 5.3: An example of formatting, wording, and conceptual changes. On the left, the original handwritten source code. On the right, the revised version. Orange is used for formatting changes, yellow for wording changes, and blue for conceptual changes. Line breaks have been added to aid in comparison of the texts.
of the suggestions were accepted. The three rejected wording suggestions proposed the expansion of abbreviations or the addition of redundant information. While it is true that these changes may have helped the suggesters understand the question, they slightly decreased the quality and readability of the exercise for those familiar with commonly-used software engineering shorthand. It is worth noting that the small number of suggestions in general, and the low numbers of wording and conceptual changes, might be partly because TAs edited questions before students looked at them. This data indicates that students successfully find small problems that TAs have overlooked, and sometimes even correct larger issues.

TAs and students together made significant changes through the exercise bank. In fact, most of the exercises were modified at some point. The majority of changes were relatively minor, but the rates of rewording and conceptual changes are also promising. This data indicates that making changes to exercises is a natural part of the exercise bank workflow.
Figure 5.5: Changes made by students.
Chapter 6

Conclusion

This thesis presented the exercise bank framework, which aims to facilitate creation and revision of practice questions to provide to students. Notably, it provides a conceptual model which depicts an exercise as an object that transitions between different states—reflecting different steps in the initial writing and subsequent iteration phases—as its contents change. Two implementations of the exercise bank framework were deployed in MIT’s 6.031: Elements of Software Construction, an intermediate programming course with approximately 250 students per semester. The exercise bank was used heavily by students for test preparation, and even used outside of that, likely to help reinforce concepts from lectures and readings. The exercise bank was also successful in facilitating exercise authorship and iteration. The set of people who contributed to the exercise bank, through writing MCQs or suggesting edits, expanded from just two instructors to nearly 200 students and staff members. These contributors added much more exercise content and made substantial revisions to it in just one semester.
6.1 Further Work

Further improvements to the exercise bank can still be made. In regards to fill-in-the-blank exercises, staff members currently cannot easily determine which concept areas and exercises may be in need of improvement. Building a tool in order to figure out which concepts have very little coverage, which exercises have low correctness rates, or which incorrect answers are particularly common—thus allowing staff to supply hints and tutorials to correct those misunderstandings—might prove to be useful. The automatic email alert system could also be improved. Staff members expressed that the error messages were not easy to understand, and that there were sometimes large delays between an error being detected and an email being received.

In the domain of student-authored MCQs, publish and unpublish are currently the same as add and remove for the sake of simplicity. It might be helpful to temporarily prevent an exercise from being seen by students while it was worked on, rather than removing it entirely. Furthermore, accesses to GitHub are performed by using a Personal Access Token, which causes some information about the actual identity of the committer to get lost. The exercise bank UI could instead require staff members and students to log in with GitHub before performing operations. Additionally, the system which automatically generates names is somewhat flawed. The reader may recall that it selects keywords from the handx source after removing stopwords, but unfortunately it does not prevent the same word from being selected more than once, which led to the unfortunate filename of music-music-music.

Lastly, it is difficult to receive feedback from students about either of these exercise banks. Over the course of this semester, a couple of students posted about it on Piazza, a multipurpose ask-and-answer forum that is used for other queries in 6.031, but it would be much better to actively elicit feedback to find areas for potential
improvement.
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